Across

1 Head to the east of place to buy seafood, as 7 may display? (15)
9 Musical about Vatican prayers lacking love and celebration (11)
10 Plumes not all over bird (3)
11 Closely examine sailor and doctor within a movement of heavenly bodies (9)
13 Animal, one with horn, roaming (5)
14 New first rate odour beginning to develop (7)
16 Most tranquil seaside resort, 500 leaving on time (7)
17 Lad seen swimming with fish (4,3)
19 Film, furthermore, that is about thespian’s struggles initially (7)
21 Regretting decision to drop Latin (5)
22 Concealed oddball noticing nothing (9)
24 Clipped fruit and veg (3)
25 Pick, alternatively, flipping clever way to kill (11)
27 Refusal to communicate, pitching streamlined tent, daughter leaving, getting tense instead (6,9)

Down

1 Actors remove clothes among mountains - this is emblematic of the USA (5,3,7)
2 Books, unopened books about Norway (7)
3 Brent perhaps appearing in clip of propaganda video (5)
4 In audition, hide in tree (3)
5 Fashionable relative, one taking in article about phony (11)
6 Voilà: dried plant, flattened, say, by Oscar (3,6)
7 Money sent into eastern Spain for recluses (11)
8 Improvised, like Harry Kane? (4-2-3-6)
12 Smart and stylish, one man about to confess (11)
15 Actress in Casino Royale’s acting appearing as queen in 4 perhaps (9)
18 Trinidadian-British writer in a broadcast with Theroux? (7)
20 Inquire about gun picked up before resistance attack (7)
23 Billy, perhaps, catching large crow (5)
26 Appendage regularly stroked (3)